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GOVERNING RULES 

 The tournament will be governed by 2017 A.S.A Rules / Code for Championship and/or 

invitational play, except where amended by Athletics Mercado Memorial Weekend 

Tournament 2017 rules. 

GAME RULES INFORMATION – ALL AGE DIVISIONS 

 Game balls: Tournament will provide 1 new ball per game for Pool Play games. Each 

Team will need to be provide a slightly used ball for each Pool Play game. The 

Tournament will provide game balls for all Bracket games. 

 

 Home team will be determined by coin toss at the pre-game meeting with the umpires. 

Teams listed first on the schedule will occupy 3RD base dugout. For Elimination games 

teams listed on top of bracket will occupy 3rd base dugout. If one team is playing back-

to-back games they should remain in their dugout. 

 

 The umpires before each game will review ground rules. The starting line-up must be 

submitted to the home plate umpire at ground rules. 

 

 Time limits: A one hour and thirty minutes No New (1:30 NN) time limit shall apply to 

all pool play games or 7 innings. Bracket games shall be one hour and Forty minutes 

No New (1:40 NN) or 7 innings. Including Championship games. Official Game Time 

starts at the conclusion of the Pre-Game Conference, and it will be the responsibility of 

the home team to note the starting time, per the umpire, in the scorebook. The umpire 

shall have the Official Timepiece. No new inning shall begin after the appropriate time 

limit. The Game Clock will be stopped ONLY for a serious injury. Game time is forfeit 

time unless the delay was caused by Tournament. 

 

 Pool Play games tied at the end of 7 innings or one hour and thirty minutes shall 

remain tied. Tiebreaker order for championship seeding;  

a) Head to Head 

b) Runs Allowed 

c) Runs Scored 

d) Coin Toss 

 Bracket games tied at the end of seven innings or at the end of one hour and forty 

minutes will institute the Tie Breaker Rule at the top of the next inning. 

 

 Pool Play Games. In pool play games only, the Coach may elect to bat all players in 

attendance (Bat the Bench). If a player scheduled to bat has left the game, an out shall 

be declared for each turn missed.  
 

 Courtesy Runners: ASA 8.10 CR rule in effect throughout the tournament, if choosing 

to bat RR during pool play, then no CR may be used. 

 

 Extra Hitter:  See DP / FLEX and EP Rules 
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 Run Rules. There shall be a 12 run rule after three (3) innings, 10 run rule after four (4) 

innings, and 8 run rule after five (5) innings. 

 

 Conduct. Any coach /player ejected from a ball game must leave playing field 

immediately. 

 

 Illegal Bats. http://usa.asasoftball.com/e/build_batlist_one_page.asp.  

 All equipment will be checked by Umpires before each game. Any pulled equipment, will be with 

the site director and held until the team’s last game of the day. 
 

 There shall be no infield practice at any time. 

 

 All teams are guaranteed five (5) games, WEATHER PERMITTING; three pool play 

games and advancement in to a single elimination bracket with a first round 

consolation Silver bracket. 
 

INCLEMENT WEATHER 

(Teams) 

 In the unlikely event of rain, every effort will be made to continue and complete the 

Tournament. However, one or more of the following formats may be instituted at the 

discretion of the Tournament Director. Teams must be prepared to play at ANYTIME! 

 

 The run rule will be lowered to 8 runs after three (3) innings, 6 runs after four (4) 

innings and 4 runs after five (5) innings. 

 

 One (1) hour time limit and/or five innings of play. 

 

 In the event of extreme conditions, the safety and welfare of the players will be a 

primary concern of the Tournament Staff. Games may or will be shortened to the 

above-mentioned formats as necessary. 

 

(Umpires) 

 If a game in progress has to be stopped, the umpire(s) need to WRITE down the stats 

immediately upon reaching safety; 

 

a) Balls & Strikes 

b) Outs 

c) Runners on Base 

d) Time left on clock 

e) Validate the stats with each team’s scorebook and initial each book. 

 

 If the weather does not subside or fields become unplayable, contact your site T.D. 

 

http://usa.asasoftball.com/e/build_batlist_one_page.asp
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PROTEST 

 A Protest Committee has been established for the Tournament.  

 

 The protest fee is $100.00 (cash). 

 

 Protests of rule interpretations must be made prior to the next pitch to be valid. If the 

protest is upheld the fee will be returned, if denied the fee is forfeited. Player eligibility 

protests must be made while the player is in the game or prior to the umpire(s) leaving 

the playing field (no fee required). Any team guilty of playing an ineligible player will 

forfeit the current game. 

 

 
 

 Have Fun. Enjoy the Tournament. Good Luck! 
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DP / FLEX and EP Rules: 

OPTION 1: **You want to bat nine players. Those nine can play any position on defense 
without reporting to the umpire. Those nine can NOT change order in the batting order 
even though they may be playing different positions each inning. 

OPTION 2: **Use of DP/Flex 10 players are listed on the line-up, but only 9 bat. The DP 
can bat for any player that you designate prior to the start of the game and this player is 
designated as the Flex, playing defense only. Any of the 10 players, including the DP can 
play on defense. The DP and the Flex can play defense at the same time. When the DP 
plays defense, any other of the nine "batting" players may be removed from the defense, 
but is not considered to have left the game. If the Flex is removed from the defense, the 
Flex is considered to have left the game. DP is batting for the pitcher (Flex) and as the 
game goes on, all available subs have been used. In the 5th inning, the SS is not ready to 
go out onto the field - she has to visit the restroom. So, the coach sends the DP out to 
play SS. This is not a substitution, it is merely a "defensive" position swap. The DP is now 
handling the defensive function of the SS and is handling the offensive function of the 
pitcher. Next inning, the SS is back & ready to take the field, but the LF now has to go to 
the restroom. Now, the DP is going to play LF defensively - just like at SS the earlier 
inning. All this time, the DP is still the DP, the pitcher is still the pitcher, the SS is still the 
SS, and LF is still the LF. There have been no lineup additions, just defensive position 
changes. The DP is like any other starter, there are no limits as to the number of innings 
or positions played on defense. The only limitation is that if the DP plays defense for the 
Flex, the Flex is out of the game. But that's OK, as the Flex is also a starter and can re-
enter one time. Just like if the Flex bats or runs for the DP, the DP is out of the game and 
can also re-enter one time. The Flex is a starter and may re-enter. If you do this, the 
lineup goes from 10 to 9 (original change) and now back to 10 - with the re-entry of the 
Flex. If/when this happens, the Flex is still the Flex and the DP has remained the DP all 
along. You may also decide later that the Flex should bat or run for the DP with the DP 
now leaving the game. Lineup goes from 10 to 9 (original change) to 10(Flex re-entry) to 
9. And the DP is also a starter & may re-enter at a later time. So here we see the lineup 
going from 10 to 9 to 10 to 9 & back to 10. This is just 1 example of the 
flexibility/versatility of the DP/Flex positions. 

OPTION 3: **Use of the EP/EH (Extra hitter or Extra player). This basically gives you the 
ability to hit 10 and any 9 of those 10 can play defensive. You do NOT have to list the 
EP/EH at the bottom of the line-up. This player can be placed anywhere in the line-up. 
One inning you can sit your SS and the next inning you can set you LF as long as the 
line-up doesn't change you don't have to report the defensive changes--see above. If you 
use this option, and you have no subs, and if a player were to get hurt, you'd be forced 
to take an out every time that player came up to bat. 

OPTION 4: **Use of the DP/Flex with the addition of the EP/EH. This allows you to have 
11 players in the ball game. You are batting 10 and you have one player designated as 
the Flex. 


